
Meru Accounting

Accounting Services for Furniture

Company

PROJECT DETAILS

A Accounting

B Jan 2021 - Ongoing

C Less than $10,000

D
"They are not only our trusted financial

partner but also a key contributor to

our ongoing success."

PROJECT SUMMARY

Meru Accounting provides bookkeeping services

for a furniture company. The team is responsible

for consolidating bank statements, monthly sales

reports, expense reports, and profit and loss

statements.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

Thanks to Meru Accounting',

the client has experienced

substantial time and cost

savings, streamlining

financial operations. The

team has been outstandingly

efficient, reliable, proactive,

and committed. They

consistently deliver quality

work and address

requirements swiftly and

professionally.
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Meru Accounting

The Client

Please describe your company and position.

I am the OWNER of a consumer products company

Describe what your company does in a single
sentence.

Distribute furniture

The Challenge

E Owner, Furniture
Company

G Consumer Products

F Toronto, Ontario

CLIENT RATING

5.0
Overall Score

Quality: 4.5

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: 5.0

Would Refer: 4.5
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The Approach

How many teammates from Meru Accounting were
assigned to this project?

2-5 Employees

Describe the scope of work in detail. Please include a
summary of key deliverables.

Consolidating bank statements, monthly sales reports, expense

report, profit and loss statement

The Outcome

What were the measurable outcomes from the project
that demonstrate progress or success?

By outsourcing our bookkeeping to Meru Accounting, we have

experienced substantial time and cost savings. Their efficient

processes and expertise have streamlined our financial operations,

allowing us to focus on core business activities.

Perhaps the most valuable outcome of working with Meru

Accounting is the peace of mind it brings. Knowing that our

bookkeeping is in the hands of professionals who are dedicated to

accuracy, compliance, and financial success allows us to focus on

what we do best: running our business.

Describe their project management. Did they deliver
items on time? How did they respond to your needs?

Their project management approach is characterized by efficiency,

reliability, and a strong commitment to meeting our needs. They

have consistently demonstrated their dedication to delivering

quality work on time and addressing our requirements with a high

level of responsiveness and professionalism.

Meru Accounting
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What did you find most impressive or unique about
this company?

What impresses us most about Meru Accounting is their

unparalleled commitment to accuracy, their proactive approach to

financial management, and their ability to consistently deliver

exceptional service tailored to our specific needs. They are not only

our trusted financial partner but also a key contributor to our

ongoing success.

Are there any areas for improvement or something
Meru Accounting could have done differently?

As our business has grown and evolved, we have encountered new

financial challenges that could have been addressed proactively by

Meru Accounting. While they have consistently provided valuable

insights and guidance, a more proactive approach our business

needs would have been beneficial. These areas for improvement,

however, are minor in comparison to the exceptional level of

service and expertise provided by Meru Accounting.

hello@meruaccounting.com

+17206496579

www.meruaccounting.com

Meru Accounting
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